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QUESTION 1

A System z customer technical staff is planning to upgrade their z9 to a new z114 with a Migration Offering. The
customer group is discussing their plan with the System z technical specialist. 

Which of the following customer statements is in error and must be corrected by the technical specialist? 

A. The plan must include an accurate measurement of the z114 performance and capacity. 

B. The post installation plan should consider that the z114 might have to be taken out of service for micro code updates 

C. For a Migration Offering upgrade the existing mainframe and parts must be returned to IBM within 120 days of the
z114 ship date. 

D. The post installation plan should include disaster recovery considerations including emergency generators for
operations, lighting and cooling. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a differentiator of the System z compared to other hardware platforms? 

A. System z utilizes faster memory to accelerate application execution. 

B. System z utilizes SAP for offloading I/Os from standard processors. 

C. System z platform provides spare processors to improve availability. 

D. System z is the only platform that exploits memory protection technologies. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has a Power with AIX server farm with network connectivity to a zEnterprise processor. Which of the
following would represent a potential zBX opportunity for this customer? 

A. The customer wants to accelerate certain DB2 on zEnterprise queries. 

B. The customer wants to accelerate their DB2 on Power with AIX. 

C. The customer wants a stand-alone zBX with Power blades to free up floor space. 

D. The customer wants to move Linux virtual machines from the zEnterprise to a zBX so that the Linux applications can
be closer to a Smart 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following planning considerations for zBX environments is least critical compared with the others? 

A. Involve customer network access and security management in system design and planning. 

B. Review z/OS LPAR weight settings on all CPCs attached to the zBX. 

C. Inform datacenter management and major application analysts on new HMC workload management functions. 

D. Review interaction and SLA expectations among SCP-host and blade applications and components. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

In a pre-Sale TDA review meeting, what requirement below is recommended before placing an order for new or upgrade
system z114 or z196 machine being proposed. Which of the following requirements must be performed before the TDA
review? 

A. SW Configuration 

B. Contract Proposal 

C. Capacity Planning Analysis 

D. Project Plan 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer wants to consolidate 100 four core Intel servers to z196 with z/VM and Linux on System z. Which of the
following will establish the number of required IFLs? 

A. Perform a BVAT study 

B. The consolidation ratio is 25:1, they need 16 IFLs 

C. Collect data on the Intel servers?type and model, utilization, and workload, and then ask Techline for a sizing 

D. Add the GHz of the Intel CPUs and divide it by 5.2 (the clock speed of the z196 in GHz). The result is the number of
IFLs needed 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following FICON Express channels is supported on a new build z114 configuration? 

A. FICON 2 

B. FICON 4 

C. FICON 

D. FICON 8S 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following is a key benefit to customers who deploy zEnterprise compared to other solutions? 

A. A hypervisor infrastructure that allows movement of an application online between different architectures 

B. A hypervisor and hardware management across multiple platforms. 

C. A management solution that provides support across multiple x86 hypervisors. 

D. A management solution for the complete mulit-vendor infrastructure within a datacenter. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following best describes zEnterprise architectural advantages? 

A. A System of Systems consisting of multiple architectures 

B. A centralized shared everything z/Architecture 

C. Shared nothing architecture 

D. Includes all IBM servers and storage systems 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 10

What is a key security differentiator of z/OS compared to distributed server operating systems? 

A. z/OS provides a role based access method. 

B. z/OS utilizes LDAP to provide an end-to-end security context. 

C. Applications run in enclaves which provide security by isolation. 

D. z/OS utilizes SAF products like RACF to provide end to end security context 

Correct Answer: D 
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